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MT OF THE YEAR
Honored at AAMI Annual Convention

T h i s year at AAMI'S (Association for
the Advancement of Medical Instmmentation) 30th annual convention, the 1995
Replacement Parts Industries, Inc. BMET
of the Year Award was presented to David
Houge, for outstanding dedication,
achievement and excellence in the field of
biomedical equipment technology.
As director of the clinical engineering
department at Lutheran Hospital, La
Crosse, Wisconsin, Mr. Houge has rendered exemplary service to the hospital,
regional and state BMET organizations and
to countless individuals during his career.
In addition, for the past several years, he
has traveled to Russia, bringing basic medical supplies and technical assistance to the
mral areas. His dedication to the healthcare
field is exceptional and greatly appreciated
by many, both in the United States and
abroad.
At the Awards Luncheon, Al Lapides,
President of RPI, presented Mr. Houge
with a handsome engraved plaque and a
check in the amount of $1000 from RPI. "It
was a pleasure to present this year's Award
to such a fine, outstanding individual as
David. What made the event even more
special was having David's wife, Pam, and
his family on hand for the celebration," said
Lapides.

The roundtable event provided a unique
opportunity for participants to explore the
many facets of second sourcing including
sourcing parts and equipment via new computer systems. In summary, the message
was clear -When considering using second source parts, you should act reasonably
and do what's best for your organization or
company. Furthermore, as competition
grows, you will find better quality and
prices for replacement parts.

SBET Reception
Immediately following the Roundtable
discussion was the SBET Reception cosponsored by RPI. It was a time for fun,
food and relaxation. There was a strong
turnout and it was a wonderful opportunity
for all to meet and greet old friends and new
acquaintances.
Next year, AAMI's annual convention
will he held in Philadelphia, PA.

A1 Lapides, President of Replacement Parts
Industries, Inc.. and David Houge. the 1995 BMET
of the Year Award recipient.

"Second Source Parts:
Legal & Business Implications"
Roundtable Discussion
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Another event held at the AAMI convention was the RPI-coordinated roundtable
discussion, "Second Source Parts: Legal
and Business Im~lications."The topic was
such a success & a roundtable discussion
at last vear's convention that RPI was asked
to present it again this year.
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Tech Talk
'"SecondSource farts: Busmess & Legal Implications" roundtable discussion panelists, left to ngftt, Ed
Ravenkamp, President, Source One Solutions; Gary Benton, Managing Partner, San Francisco Office,
Coudert Brothers, Attorneys at Law; Carla Gallegos, Information Services and Materials Manager,
Biomedical Engineering. Kaiser Hospitals of Northern California; Michael Argentieri, Vice President,
Technology Management, ECR1; co-moderators, A1 Lapides, President, Replacement Pans Industries, Inc.,
and Jack Spears, Publisher and Editor, Second Source Publications.
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A1 Lapides, President
Replacement Parts Industries, Inc.

A

nother winter has passed and with it another
annual meeting of the ISNI (Independent Service
Network International). The meeting was one of the
most productive and important association meetings
I have ever attended. We covered the issues involved
in the changes that are occurring in the service industry that directly affect all of us. Here are just two of
the elements that were covered at the meeting.
The new service paradigm was the major theme. We
covered what is happening to the entire service industry. We had panel discussions with customers,
discovering what they expect (and demand) from us.
We found out how and why inside departments are
now in direct competition with third party servers. This
is as important for us at RPI as it is for you. Only by
helping you be more successful can we be more successful. Our first step forward is with the new catalog.
We've tried to make it more user friendly so you can
find what you need ...rap idly, easily and correctly.
The second issue concerned a recent mling by the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals making it illegal to
make temporary copies of computer software while
repairing the equipment. Temporary copies was
defined as turning the computer on and bringing up
anv nmzram
bv,a repair oerson. That means that vou
"
cannot bring up any software to be used in correcting
any problem. The decision did not limit itself to computers and can apply to anything that has a chip in it.
ISNI is spearheading the drive to void this decision
by sponsoring a bill in Congress, HR533, to change
the Copyright Law back to its original intent. You
should be part of this effort. Call ISNI at (404) 8859908 and find out how you can help.
Times have changed. They will continue to do so.
Whether you are an employee or an employer, independent or part of a hospital system, you are now in
business for yourself. No matter how much you know
about clinical or biomedical engineering, you now
have to know something about business, especially
marketing and management. Marketing, because now
you're in heavy, competent competition.
Management, because you must be able to deliver
better service through value added performance. It's
all that will differentiate you from your competition.
I know that many of you belong to professional
associations. Don't ever leave them. They contribute
mightily to your professional status. Very few of you
belong to a "trade" or business association. Such a
move is now becoming more and more important.
The ISNI presents a wonderful opportunity for organizations to join, and there are others for individuals
to join. Furthering the development of your business
(department) is now as important as that of your pmfession.
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he years since 1972 have, in general, been good
ones for the Lapides family. The children, who were
ages twelve, ten, and eight when RPI was founded,
are now adults. Two are married and our third grandchild was born recently.
Our children grew up with RPI. They used to earn
a penny an envelope while watching TV and stuffing,
sealing and labeling our early new product flyers.
Both boys worked at RPI after school and during
summers as they grew older.
After he finished school, Larry and his family lived
on both the East and West Coasts and they have settied now in the San Francisco Bay area where he
works for a computer software firm. Robbie and her
family live in Redondo Beach, about an hour's drive
from us.
Ira returned to the Los Angeles area after schooling
at U.C. Berkeley, and since 1986, when he earned his
MBA at UCLA, worked for FHP (an HMO headquartered in Southern California), most recently as
an Associate Regional Vice-president. He earned
spending money while at Berkeley working at Cowell
Hospital, and spent summers working as an intern at
Northridge Hospital. So he has a background and feel
for the healthcare field from the delivery side.
Now Ira's career will take a new direction as he
learns healthcare from the service side. Al and I are
vcrv pleased to announce that Ira has ioined RPI as a
vicg~resident.He will eventually take over some of
the duties from each of us, plus new projects and
areas as the needs arise.
Changes are occurring so fast. It feels very good to
know that there is someone with so much knowledge
of the healthcare field helping us to move forward
even more quickly and serve you better. And, no, we
are not retiring! We're still having too much fun
working and meeting customers wherever and whenever possible. We hope to be able to do more of that
in the future. Having Ira at RP1 will also give us more
time to do some long range and strategic planning.
When the children were in college, the subject
would come up about whether they would join RPI.
We told them that we did not think it was a good idea
to join the company right out of school. It was important that they first work for someone else so that they
could offer a different perspective when and if they
decided to join the RPI family. We are very proud that
the time has come.

Editor's Note: Congratulations are in order to Al
on his recent appointment to the ISNI Board of
Directors. Best wishes to you and the new Board.
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Closing the Gap
Pelton & Crane's Chamber
By Phil GoUstein
Product Manager
RPI Product Development

GOT PARTS
FOR YOU
BULK STERILIZERS
American Sterilizer

PHYSICAL THERAPY EQUIPMENT
Chattanooga, Logan & Ti-u-Eze

Valve repair kits, gaskets, gauges,
bellows, switches and bonnet1
sylphon assemblies to fit the Eagle
and Medallion Series

Heaters, thermostat, timers, switches
and lights to fit hydrocollators and
traction units

INFANT INCUBATORS
Air Shields

VACUUM PUMPS (THERMOTIC)
Gomco
Printed circuit boards for current
models and older models such as the
765A, heaters, valves, tubing and
filters

Gaskets, motors, probes and filters

INFANT WARMERS
Air Shields
Lights, heaters, switches and sockets

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Baxter, Bio-Dynamics,Clay Adams,
IEC, Emesco, Eppendorf & Sorval

As two of Pelton & Crane's workhorse
sterilizers, the OCM and OCR, get older,
problems specific to aging seem to creep up.
As of late, we are noticing an increase in
major door leaks and even a blown out gasket due to excessive gaps between the door
and the chamber. But don't be so quick to
throw out the old workhorses.
Pelton & Crane offers a frame support kit
to help eliminate the problem and RPI is currently developing its own kit. Our goal is to
make available by this Fall, a frame support
kit for the old workhorses. The RPI kit will
include two frame supports and four bolts.
When you "close the gap", it's also a good
time to replace the latch. The frame support
adds strength to the frame and realigns the
two door lunges. A new latch would
assure a snug fit between the door and chamber face, as well as some peace of mind.
Stay tuned to the newsletter for an update on
the kit. We'll let you know just as soon as
we have it available for you.
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VACUUM PUMPS (ROTARY)
Gomco & Sklar
Rotors, slides, filters, switches,
gauges, oil and other accessories

Brushes, motors,c~shionsand accessories to fit centrifuges

Coolter &
Instrumentation Laboratory
TVibing, O-rings, gaskets and other
PM replaceable parts to fit analyzers

VENTILATORS & IPPB MACHINES
Bear, Bird & Puritan Bennett
Lots of PM parts such as filters, gaskets, O-rings and belts

Pelton & Crane
Validators
By Art Garlick
Med-Equip Service Company
Garwood, N.J.

Many of the problems believed to he
board related in Pelton & Crane's
Validators are actually caused by poor connections in the Molex plug. If you re-solder
the pin connections on the board, you may
find that you have solved the board's "mystery" problems. So, before you replace your
next board, give this a try.
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RESENTING RP19s
It's finally here. The new RPI catalog. It's bigger and better than ever. We listened to you and
made some dramatic changes for the better. The new RPI catalog is more than just a listing of
more than 1400 quality replacement parts, it's a work tool - One that you will want to keep close
to you when repairing equipment. Just look!

1. To locate a part for a partic-
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ular piece of equipment, start
with the TABLEOF CONTENTS.
You
will find a complete listing of all
OEMs by type of equipment.
For example, if you need the Seat
& Air Valve Housing Assembly
that fits the Pelton & Crane
Sentry sterilizer, first go to the
listing, STERILIZERS(BULK& TABLE
TOP).There you will find Pelton
& Crane.

2.

/
'

REFERENCE GUIDES TOO!

The Reference Guides are handy,
information pages that provide you
with an at-a-glance detailed
description of carbon brushes,
gaskets, O-rings, time switches and
timers.

The catalog is divided by
type of equipment with a TAB
indicating each section.
For our example, locate the TAB
marked STERILIZERS(BULK&TABLE
TOP) and turn to the CROSS
REFERENCE
which is located at the
beginning of the sterilizer section.

What's more, with the introduction of the new catalog, you will find that the prices for many
parts have either been lowered or remained the same since the last RPI catalog was released
in 1993. The new RPI catalog has just about everything you need when it comes to replacement parts for healthcare equipment, and at savings beyond compare.

3. There's an easy to use CROSS

REFERENCE
GUIDE for each type of
equipment. The guide lists the
OEM, the model and all of the
RPI parts that fit the model.
Looking at our example, locate
Pelton & Crane; the model,
which is Sentry; and, you will
find the part, PCV057, and page
number, PC-9.

4.

Each section is in alphabetical order by the OEM name, and
within each OEM, you will find
that all parts are organized by the
model they fit.
Each part is illustrated and has a
detailed descriotion, includino all
of the pertinent information. For your convenience, throughout the catalog you will find
helpful charts and service tips
such as the one shown here
regarding valve housings.
When looking at our example of
the PCV057, you will find the RPI
Part #, OEM part #, thread size,
what this part fits and the models
it fits.

/

5. The PRICE LIST is located at /

the end of each section following
the parts pages.
Going back to our example of the
PCV057, you will find it located
in alpha-numeric order with the
page number and prices based
on quantity.

for yourself just how good the new

RPI Part Number Ghanfes
-

Of course, with a new catalog, come new
part numbers to make locating parts much
easier. Following is a listing of all old RPI
part numbers that have been changed. You
will notice the update in the catalog as well.

Technical Assistance

Have you ever been repairing equipment
and something just isn't working right?
You've done the procedure a hundred times,
but something's missing! Whom do you
call?
Just call RPI. Our experienced Product
Development Engineers can walk you
through a problem or help you find a repair
solution,
Technical assistance is not new at RPI. We
have always offered fast, friendly service to
our customers, but lately we have found that
many of you were not aware of the availability of technical assistance from us. So
the next time you need help, call RPI.

Part Description
A-DEC
Cable Tie (4;:Whlle)
Cable Tie 8 White
AMERICAN STERILIZER
0-Ring
0-Ring
IEC OAMON)
Adaptor Assembly

d

Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
Brush
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on and graduated from coliated Degree in

to theunited States in 1981 and began
my career in Quality Control at CalAvitron as a QC Inspector. Up until last
year, I worked in the aircraft and aerospace industries. I acquired experience in
all aspects of mechanicallppectiort, from

that islocated a few hours from Los
Angeles in the San Bemardino mountains.
In my spare time, I'm an amateur radio
operator which gives me an opportunity to
meet people from all over the United
States.

Parts Aren't
lmmortal lither
Even the best of things end. The same is
true of parts. For us, the end has come for:
Â The belts for the Chayes Virginia NPXII.
The equipment is almost non-existent,
and the demand has been the same.
Â Tubing for the NOVA electrolyte analyzers. This doesn't seem to be a popular
line for you, our customers.
Â¥Wheelchai tires, tubes, and rims.
They've proven to be good products in
the home health marketplace, but of little interest to you.
The above parts won't he found in our
new catalog. However, we continue to serve
you with more parts that you actively need.
Watch for announcements of more new
parts coming soon.

0

TO...

Barbie Sc"vener, the newest
member to our customer service team;
Chris Stout, now responsible for our
Purchasing Department; Juan Olivares, in
Shipping and Warehouse; and to Ira
Lapides, RPI's new vice-president.
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Old Part*

New Pam
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General Shop Aids
RPI Part Ã‡RPT08
Cable Tie (8"-Black]
25 per package

*3/16x8"

YOU ASKI+:I)IOR
TIIKM
You doi T I I I M
v o w upznzon counts

RPI Part #RP8414
8-Compartment Storage Case
3 x 4-11?
Clear Plastic

In response to your requests, the following new parts are now
available. They are in stock and ready to be shipped the day your
order is received.

American Sterilizer
RPI Part #AMK155
OEM Part #N/A
Multi~ortValve Kit
Fits the Medallion Series

RPI Part ÃˆRPB41
12-Compartment Storage Case

Q QI
I^

*4"x8'
Clear Plastic
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RPI Part #AMS122
OEM Part #P020556-091
Valve Seat (Multlport Valve)
Fits the Medallion Series
(This part is also included in the Multipart
Valve Kit, AMK155.)

RPI Part ÃˆRPB41
12-Compartment Storage Case
3-112"x 7Clear Plastic

Pelton & Crane
Now sold separately
RPI Part ÃˆPCT68
OEM Part #0068OO
Socket Retractor Tool

RPI Part ÃˆRPB41
18-Compartment Storage Case

For installation of lamp PCL606
that fits LPI & LF+ Lights
.

-4.~8'
Clear Plastic

Now sold separately
RPI Part ÃˆPCL60
OEM Part #150T4Q/CL

lam^

> '

Fits LFI, LF+ & LF I1 Lights
Now sold separately

RPI Part #PCB667
OEM Part W A
Tie Bars
2 per package
Fits LFII Light

.
A

0
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RPI Part #PCW068
OEM Part W A
Controller Board Wire Harness
Fits all sterilizers using
RPI Solid State Controller PCT007

National Appliance
RPI Part Ã‡NAH00
OEM Part #N/A
Hardware Kit
Fits RPI Heating Elements NAH003 & NAH004

High Temperature Stranded Wire
In a variety of colors
Sold bv the foot
~eflon*insulated
Tvoe EE. 1000V
~iximu'rnoperating temperature

200- c

RPI Part fRPW076
Red, 14 AWG

RPI Part #RPW079
Violet, 20 AWG

RPI Part MPW077
Black, 14 AWG

RPI Part #RPW080
Red, 20 AWG

RPI Part #RPW086
White, 14 AWG

RPI Part #RPW081
Black, 20 AWG

RPI Part #RPW078
Blue, 20 AWG

RPI Part ÃˆRPW08
Orange, 20 AWG
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THE NEW RPI CATALOG IS HERE

----------

REQUEST YOUR FREE COPY TODAY
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'The Alternate Sourcea*
PO. Box 5019. Chatsworth, CA 91313-5019
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